InterraIT Legacy/Mainframe Migration to Digital Services

IT infrastructure is key to deriving optimal operational performance. Companies not only invest in IT infrastructure and applications to achieve desired business results, but also set up robust IT services to make sure high availability, best performance, and quick adoption of new technology to give agility to business. Most people agree that monolithic mainframe applications lead to high TCO & OpEx and don’t support Digital Transformation well in terms of cost or technological ease.

InterraIT’s tool-driven Legacy/Mainframe Migration to Digital Service ensures significant reduction in TCO/ high RoI, architectural transformation to make the target applications cloud-ready and their UX transformation.

InterraIT Legacy/Mainframe Migration Services
Why InterraIT?

- **Enable Digital Transformation & Cloud Enablement** - MF Migration is a transformational journey for InterraIT – beyond just 1:1 migration. Consulting, architectural realignment, multi-device UX support make the applications ready for the Digital Transformation of the enterprise.

- **Cost Reduction** - The migration tool cuts down migration time and cost by around 50% vis-à-vis manual migration or re-development. The outcome is also less error-prone as the business logic is retained unchanged.

- **Better UX** - Through architectural realignment, we enable better User Experience and responsive UI design/multi-device support

- **Enhanced maintainability and reduced dependence on vendors** - We enrich/re-discover lost application knowledge as a part of our Migration process and deliver the same back to the customer

- **A specialized test approach** for MF Migration, drawn from our experience of such projects, ensure stability and reliability on the target platform by specifically testing the platform differences

- **Performance Optimization** - We optimize application performance so that absence of superior mainframe computing power doesn’t show up to the business users.

**TO PROVIDE BEST OF BREED ADVANTAGE**

1. Engagement Governance
2. Advisory Approach
3. Drive Transformation
4. Centers of Excellence
5. Flexible Business & Delivery Model
6. Long Standing Relationships
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**About InterraIT**

InterraIT is global IT consulting & services company providing business software solutions that improve operational efficiencies, address organization’s unique business needs, and allow better ways to access and manage information at lower TCO & faster ROI. Established in 1996 & headquartered in San Jose, InterraIT is a ISO 9001-2015 SEI-CMM level 5 assessed and certified organization with world-class delivery centers in India & has client-partner network spanning across the United States.
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**Corporate Office**

2099 Gateway Place, Suite 200, San Jose, CA 95110
Tel +1 408 451 1700, Fax +1 408 441 7495
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**Email:** Sales@InterraIT.com  
**Website:** www.InterraIT.com